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 (1 - 4 : For these questions, choose the best 

option to fill in the blanks.)

1. Lisa ...1... goes jogging. She ...2... eats junk food.

She has a healthy life.

1 2

A) usually often

B) always never

C) always usually

D) never always

2. The stadium is too crowded. There are many     

.............................................................................................................................

A) spectators.  B) success.

C) draw.    D) equipment.

3. Hakan: Did you watch the final match?

 Serhat: Yes, I did.

 Hakan: .......................................................................................................

 Serhat: We lost two to one.

A) How do you feel?

B) Did you play well?

C) Who won the match?

D) What was the final score?

4. Betty is a good swimmer. She ...... ...... up at 

eight o’clock on weekdays. She ...... ...... a sho-

wer. She has breakfast. Then ...... ...... for swim-

ming. She trains four hours a day.

A) sleeps takes has

B) have has takes

C) has takes gets ready

D) has has go

5. Which picture - word matching is wrong?

A)  B) 

 Helmet    Swimsuit

C)  D) 

 Arrow    Racket
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6. 

Everyday

 Which one is correct according to the given 

information and picture?

A) She has archery trainings everyday.

B) She always buys equipment.

C) She never does sports.

D) She sometimes does archery.

7. Dora: It is a team sport. You use your hands to 

play it. You need a ball and a net.

 Which sports is this?

A)  B) 

C)  D) 

8. 

 After her speech, all her workmates 

applauded her at the meeting.

 Which question should we ask for the 

underlined part given in the sentence above?

A) What did all her workmates do?

B) Who applauded her?

C) Why did all the workmates applaud her?

D) Where did they applaud her?

9. He ..................................... two goals and our team 

won the match.

 Fill in the blank and circle the correct one.

A) beat   B) lost

C) drew   D) scored

10. Hi! I’m Messi. I’m a footballer. I do exercises 

four times a week.

 What can we write instead of the underlined 

part given above?

A) achieve   B) train

C) hit   D) beat
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1. Giraffes are mammals. They only eat plants. 

They have got long legs and necks. They grow 

around 5.5 meters. They can live for around 25 

years.

 Which heading isn’t related to the text?

A) Habitat   B) Size

C) Lifespan   D) Kind

2. To chase and kill animals means; ...................................

 Fill in the blank and circle the correct one.

A) paw.   B) prey.

C) survive.   D) hunt.

3. Which animal is now extinct?

A)  B) 

C)  D) 

4. Teacher: What should we do to protect the 

wildlife?

 According to the teacher’s question, which 

student’s answer is incorrect?

We shouldn’t 

hunt blue whales 

to get oil from 

their bodies.

We should

disturb the

wild animals.

A) B)

We shouldn’t

hunt animals.

We should

protect the

rainforests.

C) D)

 (5 - 8 : For these questions, choose the best 

option to fill in the blanks.)

5. Teacher: Why do animals become ..............................?

 Student: Because people are destroying their 

natural habitats.

A) harm   B) survive

C) weight   D) extinct
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6. 

 Bob: Some plants are ............................................... so be 

careful in the jungle!

A) poisonous  B) not dangerous

C) in danger   D) bamboo

7. Sam: ........................................... do the tigers hunt alone?

 Dad: At nights. 

A) How much  B) Why

C) Where   D) When

8. 

 Dolphin: The sea water is dirty. We are trying to 

.......................................

A) destroy.   B) protect.

C) survive.   D) kill.

9. Which animal can live in water and on land?

A)  B) 

C)  D) 

10. Which one is not a reptile?

A) Snake   B) Lizards

C) Crocodile  D) Panda

11. Sandy: Why don’t we plant trees?

 Mike: Oh, that’s a good idea. Let’s start.

 Which picture shows the activity given in the 

dialogue above?

A)  B) 

C)  D) 
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TEST 25 

 

 (1 - 6 : For these questions, choose the best 

option to fill in the blanks.)

1. 
.......................................................

What are the effects

of nuclear waste?

A) People use it in agriculture.

B) It increases the temperature of the Earth.

C) It has good effects on life.

D) It causes genetic problems for humans and 

animals. 

2. 

 We should ..............................................................................................

A) use solar energy.

B) should set the termostat too high.

C) waste wind energy.

D) over use the energy.

3. 

 We ......................................................... or we won’t breathe!

A) shouldn’t plant flowers

B) must cut down trees

C) should plant trees

D) should destroy the rainforests

4. The number of trees are ......................................................... 

day by day so we must stop destroying 

forests.

A) increasing  B) decreasing

C) rising   D) reducing

5. People throw rubbish into the lakes, rivers or 

seas so this causes ........................................................................

A) air pollution.  B) deforestation.

C) water pollution. D) nuclear waste.
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6. 
Types

pollution
Pollutants

1 Smoke from factories, exhaust fume....

2 Plastic bags, paper, furniture...

3
Pouring waste into the seas, rives,

lakes ...

1 2 3

A)
Environment 

pollution

Water

pollution

Air

pollution

B)
Air

pollution

Environment

pollution

Water

pollution

C)
Air

pollution

Water

pollution

Environment 

pollution

D)
Water

pollution

Air

Pollution

Environment 

pollution

7. Which one doesn’t cause air pollution?

A) Smoke of factories

B) Pesticides

C) Aerosol sprays

D) Throwing litter

8. Today, we will go on a picnic. (I) We should 

keep the picnic area clean. (II) We should not 

pick up the litter on the ground. (III) We 

shouldn’t break off the branches of the trees. 

(IV) We should protect the environment.

 Which numbered sentence is not appropriate 

for the text given above?

A) IV B) III C) II D) I

9. First, ........................ a proper place. Then ....................... a 

hole. And place the tree in the centre of the 

hole gently.

 Fill in the blanks and circle the correct one.

A) plant / use  B) select / dig

C) water / collect D) keep / cut

10. 

 Which one is correct according to the given 

picture above?

A) We should give harm to the ozone layer. 

B) We should do nuclear experiments.

C) We should use recycling bins.

D) We should use harmful chemicals.

11. We should .................................... off the unnecessary 

lights.

 We mustn’t ............................. sprays and pesticides 

on farms.

 People should ............................... the environment.

 Fill in the blanks and odd one out.

A) cause   B) use

C) turn   D) protect


